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Abstract
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is an anxiety disorder
that can occur as a response to traumatic experiences, such as
catastrophic events, and can have a detrimental influence on
mental wellbeing. Furthermore, PTSD is present in 5−10% of
the population, making it a prevalent disorder in our time, thus
necessitating a timely diagnosis and proper treatment. In this
paper, we present results for PTSD detection based on speech
recordings on a newly collected dataset consisting of 15 par-
ticipants, including speakers with PTSD and a control group.
Moreover, the dataset includes speech data immediately before
and after a clinical intervention (i.e., acupuncture-supported
psychotherapy), allowing us to examine the effect of a single
treatment session. In our experiments, we achieve a best area
under the curve (AUC) of 82% using solely pre-treatment data.
Finally, we analyse prominent acoustic patterns of individuals
with PTSD compared to the control group.
Index Terms: digital health, PTSD, machine learning

1. Introduction
Worldwide more than 70% of all people encounter at least one
traumatic experience in their lifetime, and up to 31% face four
or more of them [1]. Examples of such events might be life-
threatening accidents, experienced violence, abuse, terrorist at-
tacks, war, or natural disasters [1, 2]. To make matters worse,
these experiences can have lasting effects on individuals, result-
ing in a Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), which is the
fourth most prevalent mental disorder of our time [3]. More-
over, people exposed to such events also have a higher likeli-
hood of developing other psychiatric disorders, such as major
depression [3]. PTSD occurs in 5 − 10% of people and can
have a detrimental influence on mental wellbeing, while occur-
ring twice as often in women than in men [4]. PTSD encom-
passes numerous symptoms, ranging from bad memories and
nightmares to a constant preoccupation with the traumatic ex-
perience. In addition, PTSD can also be associated with so-
cial distancing (e. g., by avoiding places or activities that might
evoke memories of the experience). All in all, PTSD is a se-
rious mental illness with a heavy burden for both the person
suffering from it as well as for their social environment, mak-
ing it an emerging issue to be detected and resolved as early as
possible [4, 5].

To this end, previous work addressed the challenge of de-
tecting PTSD using various approaches and data modalities, en-
abling an earlier detection and therefore an earlier clinical inter-
vention [6, 7, 8, 9]. For determining the PTSD diagnosis status,

typically self-reporting questionnaires as well as structured clin-
ical interviews, such as the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale
(CAPS) interview are used [5, 10]. However, these interviews
are time-consuming and require appropriate psychological ex-
perts [11]. To cope with the increasing need, approaches are
necessary that allow for a time-efficient PTSD detection. With
the rise of machine learning (ML) methods in recent years, pre-
vious work explored ML-based approaches for automatically
recognising mental disorders (e. g., [12]), enabling an earlier
intervention with improved outcomes to a broader population.

Lekkas et al. [6] experimented with passively collected
smartphone data for PTSD detection. In doing so, they utilised
features derived from GPS data, such as the daily time spent
away or the maximum travelled distance. In their experiments,
they achieve an area under the curve (AUC) of 81.6%, making
GPS features a promising digital biomarker for PTSD detec-
tion [6]. Scherer et al. [7] explored audio-based features as indi-
cators for depression and PTSD. In their experiments, they yield
a performance between 52% - 72% using only four acoustic
features that capture the tenseness of speakers’ voice [7]. Ver-
gyri et al. [11] used an extended acoustic feature set consisting
of frame-level spectral-, longer-range prosodic-, and lexical fea-
tures, resulting in a best accuracy of 77%. Furthermore, they
examined the feasibility of performing a speech-based assess-
ment in a military population [11]. More recent work explored
the effectiveness of applying transfer learning approaches to
the task of speech-based PTSD diagnosis [5] and also started
to explore multimodal approaches using audio, video, and text
data [9]. However, despite the numerous advances in the auto-
matic assessment of mental disorders in recent years, the effect
of treatments still received insufficient attention. Recent work
focused solely on PTSD detection, uncoupled from any treat-
ment session that might take place for an individual, lacking the
ability to monitor changes during a clinical intervention and the
effect on the performance of the model.

To address this shortcoming, we introduce a novel dataset
consisting of 15 participants. Our dataset comprises audio data
from people with and without PTSD, but, in contrast to previous
studies, also includes data directly before and after a treatment
session for each participant, i. e., enabling an analysis of the
effect of the intervention on acoustic features of patients and
therefore also on the predictive power of the prediction mod-
els by a) using both pre- and post-treatment data, b) using only
post-treatment data, and c) using only pre-treatment data. Fur-
thermore, we analyse important acoustic features that have the
biggest impact on the models’ decision, revealing insights into
prominent acoustic patterns of individuals with PTSD.
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2. Dataset
For our experiments, we use a newly collected dataset consist-
ing of 15 participants (all female as we had none male partici-
pants with PTSD), including speakers with PTSD and a control
group. The data collection was approved by the ethics com-
mittee of the Ludwig-Maximilians-University (LMU) Munich
and takes place at the Psychiatric Clinic of the University Hos-
pital LMU since April 2022 and is still ongoing. Thus, this
paper provides first insights based on data from the 15 persons
available so far. The inclusion criterion for the PTSD group
comprises a type I PTSD diagnosis (ICD-10: F43.1)1. Patients
taking psychotropic drugs or affected by other mental disorders
were excluded from the study.

Subsequently, audio recordings before and after a clinical
intervention were collected for each study participant using a
Zoom H5 audio recorder. First, participants were asked to read
the (German) text Der Nordwind und die Sonne [The Northwind
and the Sun] (NuS) prior to the treatment session. To prevent a
habituation effect, participants were asked to read data excerpts
from another text Das tapfere Schneiderlein [The Valiant Lit-
tle Tailor] (DtS) post-treatment, but showing similar difficulty
and length to the pre-treatment text NuS. In addition to the pre-
and post-treatment text read aloud by the participants, they were
also asked questions in a partially scripted interview before and
after the treatment session, which they answered spontaneously.

The clinical intervention made between pre- and post-
treatment audio recordings is twofold. 50% of all the PTSD
group received a treatment involving ear-acupuncture accord-
ing to the NADA-protocoll [13], a five ear point standardised
protocol used in psychiatric and PTSD patients worldwide. The
second clinical intervention (applied to the remaining 50% of
PTSD patients) comprises a novel treatment approach of psy-
chotherapy in combination with acupuncture [14]. The treat-
ment was divided into three steps: First, the general condition
of the study participants was treated with acupuncture to relieve
the tension in the body and prepare them for the next steps. Sec-
ondly, study participants were confronted with a traumatic pic-
ture of a traumatic situation (e. g., car crash) and were tightly
monitored for any sign of physical or in the third step emo-
tional discomfort. Occurring negative sentiments were treated
with the appropriate acupuncture points. As a result, the nega-
tive sentiments were dissolved, converting the traumatic picture
only into a memory without any emotional discomfort. As all
PTSD patients undergo treatment (and examining the particu-
lar type of intervention is not the focus of our experiments) we
do not distinguish between the two treatment approaches in the
remainder of our work.

For each participant, all steps of the study procedure were
conducted during one day (pre-treatment recordings, treatment
session, and post-treatment recordings). For our experiments,
we use only the audio data from reading before and after the
clinical treatment session, but not the semi-scripted interview
data. Details about the collected dataset are shown in Table 1.

3. Experimental setup
In our approach, we first process the raw audio recordings
and split them into smaller segments (cf. Section 3.1). Sub-
sequently, we extract handcrafted (i. e., expert-designed) au-
dio features as well as audio representations obtained using
Transformer models (cf. Section 3.2). For modelling, we use a
Support-Vector-Machine (SVM), of which the used parameters

1https://icd.who.int/browse10/2019/en#/F43.1

Table 1: Statistics of the Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
dataset used in our experiments, showing the number (#), mean
(µ), and standard deviation σ for several parameters.

Parameter #/µ σ

Participants 15 -
with PTSD 7 -
without PTSD 8 -
Age [years] 29.1 7.5
Audio data per participant [sec] 85.5 12.2
Mean duration per phrase [sec] 2.0 0.7

are explained in more detail in Section 3.3. Finally, we outline
the overall evaluation protocol in Section 3.4.

3.1. Preprocessing

The pre- and post-treatment texts have an average duration of
42.8 seconds. To create sentence-level speech segments, we use
the Munich AUtomatic Segmentation (MAUS) toolkit [15, 16],
which has the advantage of taking prosodic characteristics into
account. In doing so, we do not split the whole text into
arbitrary small time windows, but divide the text into single
prosodic phrases (20 phrases for NuS and 17 phrases for DtS),
resulting in audio segments with a mean duration of 2.0 seconds
per phrase.

Overall, we obtain a total of 15 × 20 = 300 segments as
pre-treatment and 15 × 17 = 255 segments as post-treatment
data, respectively.

3.2. Feature extraction

For our experiments, we use four different feature sets. In doing
so, we apply both, traditional expert-designed features obtained
via the OPENSMILE toolkit [17], as well as deep audio repre-
sentations utilising Transformer models.

EGEMAPS [18] consists of 88 handcrafted features (e. g.,
F0, spectral or filter features) and thus has the advantage of be-
ing interpretable. For each previously segmented phrase, we
obtain an 88-dimensional feature vector. Similarly, we extract
an extended set of acoustic parameters (COMPARE [19]) which
comprises 6 373 features, including, e. g., prosodic, temporal,
or spectral features along with different statistically derived fea-
tures. Both feature sets have been shown to be effective for re-
lated digital health tasks [12].

Furthermore, we experiment with using Transformer-based
models as feature extractors. In doing so, we extract two differ-
ent variants of WAV2VEC2.0 features. On the one hand, we use
wav2vec2-l-xlsr-53-german [20], a variant of the wav2vec2-l-
xlsr model [21] fine-tuned on data with German speakers. As
all speakers in our dataset are German, we assume a better per-
formance compared to the original version trained on 53 differ-
ent languages. On the other hand, we utilise w2v2-l-emotion-
msp-dim [22] representing a version of WAV2VEC2.0 which is
fine-tuned for emotion recognition tasks. Since previous studies
revealed that there is a relationship between emotion regulation
difficulties and PTSD [23], we expect emotion-based features
to be promising. Both WAV2VEC2.0 variants result in a 1 024-
dimensional feature vector for each phrase-based segment ob-
tained by averaging the second-to-last layer.
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3.3. Classifier

In our experiments, we utilise SVMs due to the limited amount
of data. To compensate for the slightly unequal data distribution
of people with PTSD and the control group (7 with and 8 with-
out PTSD), we choose a balanced class weight. Furthermore,
we optimise the cost parameter C ∈ {.0001, .001, .1, 1, 5, 10},
the SVM kernel ∈ {radial basis function (RBF), linear} as well
as gamma ∈ {auto, scale}. The optimisation is performed using
grid search in a nested (3-fold) cross-validation setup.

Moreover, we min-max normalise the input features for the
SVM to a range of [0, 1]. We also experimented with mean-
std normalising the data, but do not report results as min-max
normalisation showed superior performance on the collected
dataset.

3.4. Evaluation protocol

As our final dataset comprises 15 participants, we use a leave-
one-speaker-out cross-validation setup. A separate SVM model
is trained for each of the 15 speakers, whereas testing is con-
ducted on one hold-out subject at a time, while using all re-
maining 14 speakers for training. The SVM parameter optimi-
sation is performed separately for each model on the train set
(consisting of 14 subjects) using nested cross-validation.

For evaluating the model performance, we choose AUC as
evaluation metric, splitting the participants into a positive (i. e.,
people with PTSD) and a negative (i. e., control group) class.
Moreover, we calculate the AUC in two different ways. First,
we calculate the performance per unit (i. e., phrase), indicat-
ing how well the model can distinguish single phrases between
people with PTSD and the control group. Second, we average
all predictions for each speaker, resulting in one session-based
prediction per subject. The latter one can be interpreted as how
well the SVM can distinguish not single phrases, but each in-
dividual into the two groups. Furthermore, we provide a 95%
confidence interval (CI) calculated over 1 000 bootstrap sam-
ples.

4. Results and discussion
The results achieved in our experiments are depicted in Table 2.
In particular, we discuss the model performance w.r.t. the differ-
ent features and (pre-/post-treatment) datasets (cf. Section 4.1)
and provide an in-depth analysis of acoustic features related to
PTSD detection (cf. Section 4.1).

4.1. Post-traumatic stress disorder detection

Table 2 summarises the prediction performance for the three
variants a) using both pre- and post-treatment data, b) using
only post-treatment data, and c) using only pre-treatment data.
Overall, using both pre- and post-treatment data works better
than using solely post-treatment data, but is being outperformed
by utilising solely pre-treatment data for which we yield the best
performance. The best result for Unit AUC is achieved using only
pre-treatment data in combination with EGEMAPS features,
leading to an AUC of 73% compared to 58% achieved us-
ing only post-treatment data. Moreover, it can be observed that
session-based predictions outperform their unit-based counter-
parts in almost all cases. The best result for session-based pre-
diction is yielded using only pre-treatment data with w2v2-l-
emotion-msp-dim features, resulting in an AUC of 82% com-
pared to 66% using only post-treatment data. Even though the
number of participants in our dataset is limited, this large per-

Table 2: Mean AUC results with 95 % CI for PTSD detection in
a leave-one-speaker-out cross-validation setup using five differ-
ent random seeds.

Feature Unit AUC[%] Session AUC[%]

Using pre- and post-treatment data

w2v2-l-xlsr 54 (52-56) 55 (41-68)
w2v2-l-emotion-msp-dim 60 (58-62) 65 (52-79)
ComParE 54 (51-56) 57 (43-72)
eGeMAPS 61 (59-63) 70 (58-82)

Using only post-treatment data

w2v2-l-xlsr 55 (52-58) 51 (36-66)
w2v2-l-emotion-msp-dim 58 (55-61) 66 (52-78)
ComParE 49 (45-52) 50 (35-64)
eGeMAPS 44 (40-47) 42 (30-56)

Using only pre-treatment data

w2v2-l-xlsr 54 (51-57) 58 (44-73)
w2v2-l-emotion-msp-dim 68 (66-71) 82 (72-91)
ComParE 56 (53-59) 56 (43-71)
eGeMAPS 73 (70-75) 75 (63-85)

formance gap may indicate that important features present in
PTSD patients decrease after a treatment session. To gain in-
sights into which features are most important for the model, we
analyse them in more detail in Section 4.2.

Furthermore, it can be observed that feature sets, which
are often used for emotion recognition tasks (i. e., EGEMAPS
and w2v2-l-emotion-msp-dim), perform best, confirming the as-
sumption that there might be a link between emotional char-
acteristics, such as arousal and PTSD. To further examine this
relation, we apply the pre-trained emotion recognition model
w2v2-l-emotion-msp-dim [22] and extract the corresponding
arousal value for each audio segment (i. e., for all phrases) for
all study participants. Overall, the results show that people with
PTSD tend to have a lower mean arousal value (.36± .09 com-
pared to .38± .09 in the control group), which may be reflected
in a more monotone pronunciation.

4.2. Acoustic feature analysis

We further analyse the features that have the biggest impact on
the model decision. In doing so, we utilise the SHapley Ad-
ditive exPlanations (SHAP) toolkit [24] which is based on the
idea of building surrogate models. First, all potential feature
subsets are determined. Subsequently, the model performance
is determined for all feature subsets, once with and once without
the target feature, giving insights into how important a specific
feature is. Finally, an interpretable global importance value can
be derived for each feature [24].

We begin our analysis with the 10 most important features
(of the EGEMAPS feature set) for the model decision, deter-
mined using SHAP. Furthermore, we apply the Mann-Whitney
U test (features are not normally distributed) to gain insights
into differences between the PTSD and control group with re-
gard to the distribution of their acoustic features. Due to space
constraints, we focus from all previously identified important
features on the ones with an effect size ≥ 25% and ρ < .001
calculated with the Mann-Whitney U test. Furthermore, we re-
move duplicates of features that show a similar trend and are,
e. g., merely functionals, leading to five remaining key features
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Figure 1: Normalised feature values for the 5 (out of 10) most important acoustic features determined using SHAP and a Mann-Whitney
U test (Spectral slope, F0, Harmonics-to-Noise-Ratio (HNR), Spectral flux, and Loudness). The features are ordered by their effect size
(ES) and distinguished for participants with PTSD and the control group as well as for pre- and post-treatment data.

which are depicted in Figure 1 and which we discuss in the re-
mainder of this work.

Spectral slope: The first feature is known as the linear re-
gression slope fitted to the log-magnitude spectrum and can be
significantly influenced by angry/sad or loud/quiet speech [25].
Furthermore, previous work explored that an increased spectral
slope correlates with higher breathiness, which in turn is often
accompanied by a reduced loudness [26, 27]. Participants with
PTSD show a higher spectral slope, which therefore may indi-
cate a more breathy phonation with reduced loudness compared
to the control group.

F0: This prosodic feature captures pitch on a logarithmic
semitone scale. Figure 1 represents that people suffering from
PTSD exhibit a higher pitch, for which previous studies ex-
plored that this might be correlated with an increased stress
level of the participants [28].

Harmonics-to-Noise-Ratio (HNR): HNR describes the re-
lationship between the harmonic and noise-like component en-
ergy. Studies from related fields, such as depression detection,
showed that a decreased HNR goes along with an overall in-
creased depression severity [29]. In addition, a decreased HNR
indicates a more breathy or hoarse phonation, which can also
be observed in the speech of depressed people [27, 30]. Simi-
larly, it can be observed in the case of PTSD patients that HNR
and its coefficient of variation, respectively, is lower compared
to the control group, indicating similar patterns as people with
depression.

Spectral flux: Another spectral feature is spectral flux,
which describes the difference between the spectrum of two
consecutive frames. In our experiments, PTSD participants tend
to have a reduced spectral flux variation (i. e., smaller differ-
ence between the two spectrums of consecutive time windows),
which may indicate more monotone speech [31]. Moreover,
this observation is reinforced by the previously identified find-
ing that PTSD participants exhibit a less mean arousal value
than people without PTSD.

Loudness: Finally, we explore the loudness (i. e., percep-
tion of sound volume) of the audio recordings for both groups.
Figure 1 shows that participants of the control group speak
louder than the PTSD group on average. This aligns with the
interpretation of the spectral slope and HNR feature as well as
studies from other mental disorders such as depression [32, 33].

To summarise our findings: Participants with PTSD tend
to speak more monotonously with a decreased loudness com-
pared to the control group. These characteristics are consistent
with observations of other mental disorders such as depression,
but should still be validated specifically for PTSD on a larger

dataset. With regard to differences between pre- and post treat-
ment data, no clear trend can be observed. In some cases, the
difference between the means of the two study groups is smaller
using solely post-treatment data (e. g., spectral slope or loud-
ness), but there are also cases where the difference increases
(e. g., HNR). To be able to examine the two variants (using only
pre- or post-treatment data) more closely, more data is needed.
However, based on the data distribution of the two groups, it
appears that in both cases the same features play a similarly im-
portant role in the decision process of the model.

5. Conclusions
In our study, we demonstrated the feasibility of speech-based
PTSD detection before and after a clinical intervention. In
our experiments, we achieved a best AUC of 73% for unit-
based and 82% for session-based prediction, respectively, us-
ing solely pre-treatment data. Moreover, we showed that the
emotion-based feature sets EGEMAPS and w2v2-l-emotion-
msp-dim, yield the best results, which strengthens the assump-
tion that there might be a correlation between PTSD and acous-
tic emotional characteristics. Furthermore, we analysed the
most important features and concluded that participants suffer-
ing from PTSD exhibit a more quiet and monotonous speech in
both cases, before and after a treatment session. However, our
study also comes with limitations. On the one hand, the sam-
ple size of our collected dataset is still relatively small. On the
other hand, we only explored a binary classification (into pa-
tients with and without PTSD). Thus, whether the models can
separate between PTSD and other psychiatric disorders (e. g.,
borderline PD) cannot be judged. Therefore, future work should
focus on collecting more data, allowing a deeper analysis be-
tween experiments using solely pre- or post-treatment data, also
on an individual-level. Furthermore, future studies should tar-
get collecting data from people with mental disorders other than
PTSD, enabling a multiclass-classification task. Moreover, ad-
ditional data enable more complex deep neural networks to be
trained complementary to SVMs. Finally, personalisation ap-
proaches that showed already promising results in the depres-
sion domain by taking individual characteristics of speakers
into account and adapting the model to one person accordingly,
should be explored [34, 35].
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